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Abstract
We calculate the nucleon strangeness yN in the chiral quark model and the meson cloud model.
With the internal relation between the sigma term of piN (σpiN ) and yN , we present the results of
σpiN in these two models. Our calculations show that yN from the chiral quark model is significant
larger than that from the meson cloud model, whereas the difference of σpiN between the two models
is relatively small. We also present the results of σKN and σηN , which could be determined by σpiN
and yN from their definition in the current algebra, and find that these two physical parameters
are quite sensitive to yN . The results indicate the necessity to restrict the parameters of the two
models from more precision measurements.
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I. INTRODUCTION
The nucleon structure has received much attention for its abundant phenomena away
from naive theoretical expectations. One of them is that the nucleon may contain a sig-
nificant component of strange-antistrange (ss) pairs. Recently, a strange-antistrange asym-
metry [1, 2] has been applied to explain the NuTeV anomaly [3], while the asymmetric
strange-antistrange contribution from the chiral quark model [4–6] is predicted to be differ-
ent from that in the meson cloud model [7]. Apart from possible high-energy experimental
verifications, some parameters measured in low-energy hadron physics could provide an in-
structive restriction on the nucleon strangeness which is usually indicated by the ratio of the
strange component over the light components, yN . The first example of a large strange com-
ponent in the nucleon was from the the measurement of the pion-nucleon sigma term (σpiN)
[8] which is a fundamental parameter of low-energy hadron physics. The precise value of
σpiN is of practical importance for numerous phenomenological applications. It provides a
direct test of chiral symmetry breaking effects and effective quark models since this quantity
is sensitive to the quark-antiquark sea contribution [9].
The σpiN can not be measured directly [9, 10]. There are two ways discussed in the
literatures to determine the value of σpiN experimentally. The combination σˆ = σpiN(1−2yN)
which measures the strength of the matrix element 〈p|uu + dd − 2ss|p〉 can be related to
the baryon mass differences in the SU(3) limit [8]. Thus the σpiN can be “measured” from
an analysis of the baryon mass spectrum using chiral perturbation theory (ChPT) and
information on the value of yN . A value about 45 MeV was obtained in Refs.[11, 12]. The
other method is to relate the value of the scalar-isoscalar form factor σ(t) at the point
t = 2m2pi to the isospin-even pion-nucleon scattering amplitude by using dispersion relation
and phase shifts [13, 14]. Earlier analyses of the pion-nucleon scattering data by Koch [13]
and Gasser et al. [14] gave for σ(2m2pi) a value about 60 MeV. Using σ(2m
2
pi)−σ(0) = 15MeV
found by Gasser et al. [14], one obtains for σpiN ≡ σ(0) a value around 45MeV which agrees
with the value obtained from the baryon mass spectrum. Several updated analyses [15, 16],
however, tended to yield higher values for σ(2m2pi) in the range of (70 ∼ 90)MeV, which
resulted in a value of σpiN much larger than earlier analyses. Meanwhile, recent lattice
calculations gave a value in the range of 33 ∼ 50MeV depending on the extrapolation
ansatz [17] and 43 ∼ 49MeV [18].
In this paper, we present a theoretical calculation of the nucleon strangeness yN using the
chiral quark model (CQM) and the meson cloud model (MCM) which both have been applied
to the study of the nucleon structure extensively. These models provide different mechanism
to incorporate the meson degree of freedom in the nucleon and the contributions from
different mesons can be easily recognized. In order to get a relatively accurate estimation
on the value of yN , we calculate the contributions to the non-perturbative sea from various
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mesons. Then, we use yN as an input to calculate the result of σpiN . Moreover, we present
the results of σKN and σηN which can be easily derived from σpiN and yN .
The paper is organized as follows. The definition of the sigma terms and the internal
relation between the nucleon sigma terms (σpiN , σKN and σηN ) and yN are given in Section
II. The basic formalism in the CQM and MCM used to obtain the non-perturbative strange
quark component is presented in Sections III and IV, respectively. Numerical results are
given in Section V and the last section is reserved for a summary.
II. THE SIGMA TERMS AND THE RELATION BETWEEN yN AND σpiN
The pion-nucleon sigma term is defined as [9, 10]
σpiN = mˆ〈N |uu+ dd|N〉 , (1)
where terms proportional to (mu − md)〈N |uu + dd − 2ss|N〉 have been neglected, and
mˆ = 1
2
(mu +md) is the average value of current quark masses of the u and d quarks. The
scalar operator qq measures the sum of the quark and antiquark numbers [8], thus σpiN is the
contribution to the nucleon mass from the u and d quarks having a mass of mˆ. Algebraically,
σpiN can be written in the form of
σpiN = mˆ
〈p|uu+ dd− 2ss|p〉
1− 2yN =
σˆ
1− 2yN , (2)
where
σˆ = mˆ〈p|uu+ dd− 2ss|p〉, (3)
and
yN =
〈p|ss|p〉
〈p|uu+ dd|p〉 (4)
represents the strangeness content of the nucleon.
Moreover, σKN and σηN can be defined in the same way as [19]
σuKN ≡
mˆ+ms
2
〈p|uu+ ss|p〉 ,
σdKN ≡
mˆ+ms
2
〈p|dd+ ss|p〉 ,
σI=0KN ≡
σuKN + σ
d
KN
2
,
σηN ≡ 1
3
〈p|mˆ(uu+ dd) + 2msss|p〉 . (5)
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The σKN and σηN can be expressed in term of σpiN and yN ,
σI=0KN = σpiN (1 + 2yN)
mˆ+ms
4mˆ
=
13
2
σpiN(1 + 2yN) , (6)
σηN = σpiN
mˆ+ 2yNms
3mˆ
= σpiN
1 + 50yN
3
. (7)
where the quark mass ratio ms/mˆ ≃ 25 [20] has been used.
The “quark flavor fraction” in a nucleon, fq, was defined by Cheng and Li [21, 22],
fq =
〈p|qq|p〉
〈p|uu+ dd+ ss|p〉 =
q + q
3 + 2(u+ d+ s)
, (8)
where q and q in the proton matrix elements 〈p|qq|p〉 are the quark and antiquark field
operators, and in the last term they stand for the quark and antiquark numbers in the
nucleon. Thus, one can express yN in term of quark and antiquark numbers in the nucleon
and the strange quark fraction fs,
yN =
2s
3 + 2(u+ d)
(9)
and
yN =
fs
1− fs . (10)
It is worth pointing out that the quark and antiquark numbers in Eqs. (8) and (10) are the
total numbers in the nucleon.
As discussed in the Introduction, we need to calculate yN directly in the two models, which
will avoid discussing the much more complicated case about the matrix elements with mass
parameters and reduce the model dependence of calculation since the quantity calculated
is a ratio. For the σˆ part, it was normally adopted as σˆ ≃ 26 MeV in leading order in the
ChPT [9], while a larger value σˆ = 33± 5 MeV was obtained by Gasser and Leutwyler [11]
in O(m
3/2
q ) calculation. Borasoy and Meißner [12] analyzed the octet baryon masses in the
heavy baryon framework of ChPT to order O(m2q) and obtained σˆ = 36 ± 7 MeV. In this
paper, we will perform calculation with σˆ = 26 MeV and 36 MeV respectively, and compare
the effects on the sigma terms.
III. CHIRAL QUARK MODEL
The chiral quark model which was first formulated by Manohar and Georgi [23] describes
successfully the nucleon properties in the scale range from ΛQCD (0.2 ∼ 0.3 GeV) to ΛχSB
(∼ 1 GeV). The dominant interaction is the coupling among constituent (dressed) quarks
and Goldstone bosons (GBs), while the gluon effect is expected to be small. This model has
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been employed in the study of flavor asymmetry in the nucleon sea [24] and the proton spin
problem by introducing SU(3) breaking and U(1) breaking effects [21, 22, 25–28].
The effective Lagrangian describing interaction between quarks and the nonet of GBs can
be expressed as [21]
LI = g8qΦq + g1q
η′√
3
q = g8q
(
Φ+ ζ
η′√
3
I
)
q , (11)
where ζ = g1/g8, g1 and g8 are coupling constants for the singlet and octet GBs, respectively,
and I is the 3 × 3 identity matrix. The GB field which includes the octet and the singlet
GBs is written as
LI = g8q


pi0√
2
+ β η√
6
+ ζ η
′√
3
pi+ αK+
pi− − pi0√
2
+ β η√
6
+ ζ η
′√
3
αK0
αK− αK
0 −β η√
6
+ ζ η
′√
3

 q . (12)
The SU(3) symmetry breaking is introduced by considering ms > mu,d and the masses of
GBs to be non-degenerate (MK,η > Mpi), whereas the axial U(1) breaking is introduced
by Mη′ > MK,η. These effects are expressed in Eq. (12) by suppression factors β (for η),
α (for K), and ζ (for η′) which deviate from 1, the value for the symmetric limit. These
values are generally fixed by the experimental data of the light antiquark asymmetry and
quark spin component. The probabilities of chiral fluctuations u(d) → d(u) + pi+(pi−),
u(d) → s + K+(K0), u(d, s) → u(d, s) + η, and u(d, s) → u(d, s) + η′ are proportional
to a(= |g8|2), α2a, β2a and ζ2a, respectively. The antiquark numbers calculated using the
effective Lagrangian Eq. (12) are [22]
u =
1
12
[(2ζ + β + 1)2 + 20]a ,
d =
1
12
[(2ζ + β − 1)2 + 32]a ,
s =
1
3
[(ζ − β)2 + 9α2]a . (13)
Another method to introduce the symmetry breaking effects is to calculate directly the
different fluctuations. The antiquark distribution functions are given by [29]
qk(x) =
∫
dy1
y1
dy2
y2
Vk/δ(
x
y1
)Pδj/i(
y1
y2
)qi(y2) , (14)
where Vk/δ(x) is the antiquark k distribution function in a Gladstone Boson δ. Pδj/i(y) is
the splitting function giving the probability for a parent quark i to split into a quark j
with the light-cone momentum fraction y and transverse momentum k⊥, and a spectator
GB (δ = pi,K, η) with the light-cone momentum fraction 1 − y and transverse momentum
k⊥,
Pjδ/i(y) =
1
8pi2
(
gAm
f
)2
∫
dk2⊥
(mj −miy)2 + k2⊥
y2(1− y)[m2i −M2jδ]2
, (15)
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and
Pδj/i(y) = Pjδ/i(1− y). (16)
In Eq. (15), mi and mj are the masses of the i, j-constituent quarks, m = (mi+mj)/2 is the
average mass of the constituent quarks, and mδ is the mass of the GB. M
2
jδ is the invariant
mass squared of the final state,
M2jδ =
m2j + k
2
⊥
y
+
m2δ + k
2
⊥
1− y . (17)
The antiquark numbers can be obtained by integrating q(x) given by Eq. (14) over x,
u =
7
4
〈Ppi+〉+ 1
12
〈Pη〉+ 1
3
〈Pη′〉 ,
d =
11
4
〈Ppi+〉+ 1
12
〈Pη〉+ 1
3
〈Pη′〉 ,
s = 3〈Pk+〉+ 4
3
〈Pη〉+ 1
3
〈Pη′〉 , (18)
where 〈Pδ〉 ≡ 〈Pjδ/i〉 = 〈Pδj/i〉 is the first moment of splitting functions [29]. The con-
tributions from η′ meson are included in Eq. (18) in order to compare with results from
Eq. (13).
An exponential form factor is usually introduced in the calculation,
gA = g
′
Aexp
[
m2i −M2jδ
4Λ2δ
]
, (19)
with g′A = 1 following the large Nc argument [30]. The cutoff parameter Λδ which can be
determined by fitting the Gottfried sum rule was taken to be Λδ = Λpi = 1500 MeV in [29].
Recently, this method was used to calculate the strange-antistrange asymmetry [5] in which
ΛK = (900 ∼ 1100) MeV is adopted. The dependence of numerical calculations on Λδ is
studied by taking Λδ = 1100 MeV and 1500 MeV. The mass parameters are taken to be
mu = md = 330 MeV, ms = 480 MeV, mpi± = mpi0 = 140 MeV, mK+ = mK0 = 495 MeV,
mη = 548 MeV and mη′ = 958 MeV.
IV. MESON CLOUD MODEL
The meson cloud model is very successful in explaining many non-perturbative properties
of the nucleon [31–36]. In the meson cloud model, the nucleon can be viewed as a bare
nucleon (core) plus a series of baryon-meson Fock states which result from the nucleon
fluctuating into a baryon plus a meson N → BM (a bare core surrounded by a meson
cloud). The physical nucleon wave function is composed of various baryon-meson Fock
states
|N〉 =
√
Z |N〉bare +
∑
BM
∫
dyd2k⊥ΨBM(y, k
2
⊥) |B(y, k⊥),M(1− y,−k⊥)〉 , (20)
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where Z is the wave function renormalization constant, and ΨBM(y, k
2
⊥) is the probability
amplitude for finding a physical nucleon in a state consisting of a baryon B with longitudinal
moment fraction y and transverse momentum k⊥, and a mesonM with longitudinal moment
fraction 1− y and transverse momentum −k⊥.
The model assumes that the life-time of a virtual baryon-meson Fock state is much longer
than the interaction time in deep inelastic scattering (DIS) or Drell-Yan processes, thus the
quark and anti-quark in the virtual baryon-meson Fock states can contribute to the parton
distribution of the nucleon. The quark distribution q(x) in the nucleon is given by
q(x) = Zqbare(x) + δq(x), (21)
where qbare and δq are the contributions from the bare nucleon and the meson and baryon
cloud.
The contribution δq(x) can be calculated via a convolution between the fluctuation func-
tion which describes the microscopic process N → BM , and the quark (anti-quark) distri-
bution of hadrons in the Fock states |BM〉,
δq(x) =
∑
MB
[∫ 1
x
dy
y
fMB(y)qM(
x
y
) +
∫ 1
x
dy
y
fBM (y)qB(
x
y
)
]
(22)
where qM and qB are the quark distributions in the cloud meson and baryon respectively
and fBM and fMB are the splitting functions,
fBM (y) =
∫ ∞
0
|ΨBM(y, k2⊥)|2d2k⊥ . (23)
with the relation
fMB(y) = fBM(1− y) . (24)
The anti-quark numbers needed in this study can be obtained by integrating the anti-quark
distribution given by Eq. (22) over x. The time-ordered perturbation theory (TOPT) in the
infinite momentum frame (IMF) is employed to calculate the splitting functions [36]
fBM(y) =
1
4pi2
mNmB
y(1− y)
|GM(y, k2⊥)|2|VIMF|2
[m2N −M2BM(y, k2⊥)]2
, (25)
where
M2BM (y, k
2
⊥) =
m2B + k
2
⊥
y
+
m2M + k
2
⊥
1− y (26)
is the invariant mass squared of the final state, and GM(y, k
2
⊥) is a phenomenological vertex
form factor [35, 36],
GM(y, k
2
⊥) = exp
[
m2N −M2BM (y, k2⊥)
2Λ2M
]
. (27)
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A unique cutoff parameter ΛM = 880 MeV was taken in the calculation.
The Fock states considered include |Npi〉, |Nρ〉, |Nω〉, |∆pi〉, |∆ρ〉, |ΛK〉, |ΛK∗〉, |ΣK〉,
and |ΣK∗〉. The vertex function V λλ′IMF (y, k2⊥) depends on the effective interaction Lagrangian
that describes the fluctuation processN → BM . From the meson exchange model for hadron
production [36], we have
L1 = igNγ5piB ,
L2 = fN∂µpi∆
µ + h.c. ,
L3 = gNγµθ
µB + fNσµνB(∂
µθν − ∂νθµ) ,
L4 = ifNγ5γµ∆ν(∂
µθν − ∂νθµ) + h.c. , (28)
where N and B = Λ, Σ are spin-1/2 fields, ∆ a spin-3/2 field of Rarita-Schwinger form (∆
baryon), pi a pseudoscalar field (pi and K), and θ a vector field (ρ, ω and K∗). The coupling
constants for various fluctuations are taken to be [36, 37]
g2NNpi/4pi = 13.6 ,
g2NNρ/4pi = 0.84, fNNρ/gNNρ = 6.1/4mN ,
g2NNω/4pi = 8.1, fNNω/gNNω = 0 ,
f 2N∆pi/4pi = 12.3 GeV
−2 , f 2N∆ρ/4pi = 34.5 GeV
−2 ,
gNΛK = −13.98 , gNΣK = 2.69 ,
gNΛK∗ = −5.63 , fNΛK∗ = −4.89 GeV−1 ,
gNΣK∗ = −3.25 , fNΣK∗ = 2.09 GeV−1 . (29)
V. NUMERICAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Strange quark numbers from contributions of different mesons are presented in Table I.
The first row is the CQM calculation under SU(3) symmetry assumption (i.e. α = β = 1)
and with a = 0.10 and ζ = −1.2 according to [21]. The second and third rows are the results
when the SU(3) symmetry breaking effects are included using the parameters of α and β
given in [28]. The U(1) breaking parameter ζ was set in order to give a overall description of
the data as illustrated in [38]. In the next two rows, the results from the second method of
introducing the symmetry break effects in the CQM by calculating the fluctuation probability
with different cutoff values are given (see Eq. (18)). The last row is the calculations from
the MCM. It can be found from Table I that for the CQM calculations the ratio of the
contributions from K and η + η′ depends strongly on the parameters measuring the SU(3)
breaking effects. For the second method introducing symmetry breaking effects in the CQM
calculation, the strange quark number is very sensitive to the cutoff parameter Λδ. The
contribution from the K meson calculated in the MCM is 3 ∼ 10 times smaller than that
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TABLE I: Strange quark number from different mesons
s K η + η′ K∗ sum
CQM(α = β = 1.0, ζ = −1.2) 0.30 0.16 - 0.46
CQM(α = 0.4, β = 0.7, ζ = −0.65) 0.048 0.061 - 0.11
CQM(α = β = 0.45, ζ = −0.1) 0.061 0.031 - 0.092
CQM(Λδ = 1500 MeV) 0.17 0.030 - 0.20
CQM(Λδ = 1100 MeV) 0.092 0.016 - 0.11
MCM 0.016 - 0.026 0.042
in the CQM with symmetry breaking effects. Though the contribution from the K∗ meson
compensates to some extent, one can conclude that this two models give very different
results for the magnitude of the non-perturbative strange sea. The η and η′ mesons play an
important role in the CQM calculation, while their contributions are negligible in the MCM
calculation as their coupling constants are usually taken to be zero in this model.
The results for σpiN are presented in Table II with indexes 1 and 2 referring to the calcula-
tions adopting σˆ = 26 MeV and 36 MeV respectively. For the CQM calculations with SU(3)
symmetry being held, the larger value of σˆ yields σpiN = 67.8 MeV which is comparable with
recent analyses of 55 ∼ 75 MeV [15, 16]. If the SU(3) symmetry breaking effects are in-
cluded, the strange quark number becomes much smaller and σpiN decreases by 24 ∼ 28 MeV
depending on the method of introducing the SU(3) symmetry breaking effects, which gives
a value for σpiN close to the earlier analyses of 45 MeV [13, 14]. With the smaller value of σˆ
the results for σpiN with the symmetry breaking effects are smaller than the earlier analyses
of 45 MeV [13, 14] by about 15 MeV. The two methods of introducing the breaking effects
in the CQM are consistent with each other, and almost have the same impact on the σpiN .
For the calculations in the MCM, the fluctuation probability of K∗ is at the same level as
K [7]. Consequently adding vector meson K∗ will double the strange quark number, which
changes the calculations of fs and yN dramatically. However, the value obtained for the σpiN
remains quite small. Comparing the two model results, one can find that the strange quark
number from the CQM with the symmetry breaking effects is 2 ∼ 5 times larger than that
form the MCM, but the difference of σpiN from the two models is relatively small (less than
20 per cents).
The results for σKN and σηN are presented in Table III. The calculations for the σKN and
σηN are more sensitive to yN than that for the σpiN . From Table III one can find that the
CQM calculations for the σKN and σηN with the SU(3) breaking effects are about 2 and 4
∼ 8 times smaller than that when the effects are not included. The MCM calculations for
σKN and σηN are about 10% and 50% smaller that the smallest results from the CQM while
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TABLE II: yN and σpiN with non-perturbative sea
s fs yN σ
1
piN σ
2
piN
CQM(α = β = 1.0, ζ = −1.2) 0.46 0.19 0.23 48.9 67.8
CQM(α = 0.4, β = 0.7, ζ = −0.65) 0.11 0.053 0.056 29.3 40.5
CQM(α = β = 0.45, ζ = −0.1) 0.092 0.042 0.044 28.5 39.5
CQM(Λ = 1500 MeV) 0.20 0.083 0.09 31.7 44.0
CQM(Λ = 1100 MeV) 0.11 0.047 0.050 28.9 40.0
MCM(only K) 0.016 0.0075 0.0075 26.3 36.6
MCM(add K∗) 0.042 0.020 0.02 27.1 37.5
TABLE III: σKN and σηN with non-perturbative sea.
yN σ
1
piN σ
2
piN σ
1
KN σ
2
KN σ
1
ηN σ
2
ηN
CQM(α = β = 1.0, ζ = −1.2) 0.23 48.9 67.8 464.1 643.4 391.2 542.4
CQM(α = 0.4, β = 0.7, ζ = −0.65) 0.056 29.3 40.5 211.8 292.7 64.5 89.1
CQM(α = β = 0.45, ζ = −0.1) 0.044 28.5 39.5 201.6 279.3 51.3 71.1
CQM(Λ = 1500 MeV) 0.09 31.7 44.0 243.1 337.5 105.7 146.7
CQM(Λ = 1100 MeV) 0.050 28.9 40.0 206.6 286.0 57.8 80.0
MCM(only K) 0.0075 26.3 36.6 173.5 241.5 15.3 21.4
MCM(add K∗) 0.02 27.1 37.5 183.2 253.5 27.1 37.5
two models, as discussed above, may give comparable results for the σpiN .
There are much less calculations for the σKN and σηN than for the σpiN . A theoretical study
based on the lattice QCD calculation gave σKN = 362± 13 MeV [39] and an analysis using
the Nambu-Jona-Lasinio model predicated σKN = 425 MeV (with an error of 10 ∼ 15%)
[40]. A calculation using the perturbative chiral quark model gave σKN = 312±37MeV and
σηN = 72± 16 MeV [19]. Our calculations using the CQM with symmetry breaking effects
are comparable with these results, while the results from the MCM are considerable smaller
than these results. Future DAΦNE experiments [41] will allow for a determination of the
KN sigma terms and hence give a more narrow range of the nucleon strangeness.
The antiquark numbers given by Eqs. (13) and (18) in the CQM and the antiquark distri-
bution given by Eq. (22) in the MCM come from non-perturbative effects. The contributions
from the process of gluons perturbatively splitting into quark-antiquark pairs need to be
treated carefully, although any effect associated with gluon is expected to be small in the
CQM. In several recent studies of x dependence of the sea quark distributions in the MCM,
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this effect was included by using a phenomenal parameterization for the symmetric nucleon
sea in the bare nucleon [42, 43]. However, the perturbative quark distributions are divergent
as x → 0, thus the quark and antiqaurk numbers from gluon perturbatively splitting can
not be estimated using the same method. Further investigations are highly needed in order
to include these perturbative contributions.
VI. SUMMARY
We calculated the nucleon strangeness yN in the chiral quark model and the meson cloud
model, and used yN as a parameter to evaluate the the nucleon sigma terms (σpiN , σKN and
σηN ). Our calculations show that yN from the CQM is much larger than that from the MCM,
while the difference for σpiN between the two models is relatively small. The results indicate
that adopting a larger value of σˆ from higher order calculations in ChPT can give a value of
σpiN comparable with the earlier analyses. The only value that could be comparable to the
recent analyses using the piN scattering data that gave a value in the range of 55 ∼ 75 MeV
is the result from the CQM with SU(3) symmetry. This picture, however, was not a good
description of light flavor antiquark asymmetry and the quark spin component. Meanwhile,
the results of σKN and σηN become strangely large with symmetry being held, which confirms
that the SU(3) symmetry breaking effects should be considered. The higher value of σpiN
from recent analyses of pion-nucleon scattering data needs to be re-considered carefully.
Another important conclusion is that both σKN and σηN are quite sensitive to yN . Thus,
more exact values of them determined from the future experiments could restrict the model
parameters and provide a better knowledge of the strangeness content of the nucleon.
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